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Baumslag defined a family of groups that are of interest because

they closely resemble free groups, yet are not free. It was

known that each group in this family has the same lower central

series of quotients and the same first two terms in the derived

series of quotients as does the free group F on two generators.

We have verified that there are different isomorphism types

among the groups in the family, and that the third terms in

the derived series of quotients are often distinct from that of F .

Our basic technique is to count the number of homomorphisms

from the groups of interest to a target group.

1. INTRODUCTIONWhile studying groups that resemble free groups,Baumslag [1967] de�ned the familyGij = ha; b; c : a = c�ia�1ciac�jb�1cjbi;where i; j 2 Z. We describe a computer-assistedinvestigation of these groups, whose main result is:
Theorem. There are several distinct isomorphismtypes among the Gij. Furthermore, for some pairs(i; j), the derived series of quotients of Gij di�ersfrom that of the free group F on two generators.Therefore some groups that strongly resemble freegroups are in fact not free. To motivate our work,we recall earlier results about the Gij.As usual, given subgroups H;K of a group G,we de�ne [H;K] as the group generated by com-mutators [h; k], for h 2 H and k 2 K. We letG1 = G; G2 = [G;G]; : : : ; Gi = [Gi�1; Gi�1]; : : :be the derived series of G, and1G = G; 2G = [G;G]; : : : ; iG = [G; iG]; : : :
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the lower central series of G. We will usually con-sider the two series G=Gn and G=nG, rather thanthe classical derived and central series; we referto them as the derived series of quotients and thecentral series of quotients.A fundamental and classic question is: How welldo these towers capture the identity of a group?Can a group, for example, have the same towers asa free group and yet not be free?It is easy to see that each Gij modulo its com-mutator subgroup is the free Abelian group on twogenerators, ha; b; c : a = 1; b�1c�1bc = 1i. ThusGij and the free group on two generators are alikein that Gij=[Gij; Gij] �= F=[F;F ]:In fact the resemblance goes much deeper. Baum-slag showed that Gij=nGij �= F=nF for every n.Moreover, 1\n=1 nGij = 1\n=1 nF = 1:
Are the Gij free? By a result of Whitehead[Magnus et al. 1976], Gij is free if and only if thesingle de�ning relatora�1c�ia�1ciac�jb�1cjb (1.1)of Gij is part of some free basis of the free groupon three generators. Baumslag showed that this isimpossible, so none of the Gij is free.Since they are not free, the next question is: Arethe Gij all distinct? Baumslag showed that they allhave the same lower central series of quotients. Forthe derived series of quotients, hand computationshows that the �rst two entries are the same for allGij, and isomorphic to those of the free group F .Beyond that the computation gets very di�cult;we shall return to this question later.

2. STRATEGY AND RESULTSTo show that two groups G and G0 are distinct, onemay try to show that they map di�erently to some

third group|in other words, that the homomor-phism sets Hom(G;H) and Hom(G0;H) are dis-tinct for some group H. For instance, one can tryto choose H so the two sets of homomorphism are�nite, and count the number of homomorphisms.This approach has been used several times before:see, for example, [Havas and Kovacs 1984; Holt andRees 1990].A nilpotent target group H will fail to discrim-inate between Gij and Gkl, because all the Gijhave the same lower central series of quotients,and therefore the same homomorphisms into anynilpotent group. Having no theoretically attrac-tive choice for the target, we simply choose reason-ably small �nite groups. Matrix groups over cyclicgroups Z=n are an obvious choice, since they areusually not nilpotent, and matrices are easily rep-resentable on the computer. We use SL(2;Z=n).To count the homomorphisms we use the follow-ing well-known fact. Suppose G = hx1; : : : ; xn :w1; : : : ; wri is a �nitely presented group, H is anygroup, and h1; : : : ; hn are elements of H. A neces-sary and su�cient condition for there to be a ho-momorphism G! H taking xi to hi is that the el-ements of H obtained from the relators w1; : : : ; wrby replacing each xi with hi all be trivial. It isobvious that if such a homomorphism exists it isunique.In our case, then, we can compute the numberof homomorphisms from Gij into H = SL(2;Z=n)by taking all triples (x; y; z) 2 H � H � H andcounting how many satisfyx�1z�ix�1zixz�jy�1zjy = 1; (2.1)the Gij having a single de�ning relator (1.1). Liri-ano wrote a program to do this and ran it on aPC. With n = 2, all tested combinations of i andj yielded 36 = 62 homomorphisms. With n = 3,all combinations yielded 576 = 242. This was the\expected" number in each case, because if Gijwere really free on two generators, the generators'images could be assigned arbitrarily in any targetgroup H, yielding jHj2 homomorphisms.
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(i; j) ��Hom(Gij ; H)�� (i; j) ��Hom(Gij ; H)��(1; 2) 20640 (1; 7) 22560(1; 3) 11520 (2; 3) 19200(1; 4) 20640 (2; 5) 15840(1; 5) 17760 (3; 5) 16320(1; 6) 9600 (4; 2) 11040
TABLE 1. Number of homomorphisms from Gijinto H = SL(2;Z=5), for various (i; j). Note thateach entry is a multiple of ��SL(2;Z=5)�� = 120.When n = 5 the results were more gratifying, asshown in Table 1. This proves the �rst statementin the Theorem: not all the Gij are isomorphic.The following observation by Lewis allows a sig-ni�cant improvement to the algorithm described.For x 2 H, let Sol(x) be the set of (y; z) 2 H �Hsuch that the relation (2.1) is satis�ed. If x1 andx2 are conjugate, Sol(x1) and Sol(x2) have samecardinality; indeed, any element of H conjugatingx1 and x2 also conjugates Sol(x1) and Sol(x2). Itfollows immediately that��Hom(Gij;H)�� =Xx2H��Sol(x)��= Xx2Conj��Sol(x)�� ��conj(x)��;where Conj denotes a set of representatives of theconjugacy classes of H and conj(x) denotes theconjugacy class of x. Thus, instead of examiningevery triple (x; y; z) 2 H � H � H, we need onlylook at triples (x; y; z) 2 Conj�H�H. Computingthe conjugacy classes of H usually takes negligibletime and can be done once and for all. In our casethe running time is cut by a factor of 120=9 �= 13,since SL(2;Z=n) has order 120 and nine conjugacyclasses; each line of Table 1 now takes about sixminutes to compute on a MacIIci.Recall that the original motivation for studyingthe groups Gij was their strong resemblance to afree group. We know that the lower central se-ries of quotients of every Gij is the same as thatof the free group on two generators. What aboutthe derived series of quotients? Baumslag showed

that Gij=(Gij)2 and Gij=(Gij)3 are the same as forthe free group, but could not prove anything forGij=(Gij)4. To apply the computational techniquewe need a target group H with nontrivial H=H4;we take H = SL(2;Z=4). Now ��SL(2;Z=4)�� = 48,so the \expected" number of homomorphisms is482 = 2304. Lewis found that 2304 is indeed thepredominant value, but that��Hom(Gij;SL(2;Z=4))�� = 3072 = 48 � 64for (i; j) = (1; 3), (1; 7), (3; 5), (5; 3), (5; 7), and(7; 5). (Each of these results takes about a minuteto compute on a MacIIci.) Only the values 2304and 3072 have been observed. Robert W. Johnsonlater veri�ed these results.This establishes that the derived series of quo-tients of some of the Gij di�er from that of a freegroup, and proves the second part of the Theorem.We conclude with two questions:
1. Are all the Gij distinct?
2. Is the cardinality of Hom(G; SL(2;Z=n)) alwaysa multiple of the order of SL(2;Z=n)? If so,why?
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